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ABSTRACT 

. . ~ . . 
Investigations were carried out on the effect of polyslip on the 

.. ·.. . ~ " : 
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· · strain hardening of Al single crystals. The orientations investigated 

were those for which the tensile· axis was in the i 001 L [ill]. [ i12] and 

[ 012] directions plus another for which the Schmid angles for {ill} <110> 

slip were 90-X =X = 45° ±1 °. · The· experimental data were analysed 
. 0 0 . 

. on a model based on the intersection of dislocations with particular . 

emphasis on the effect of polyslip on the activation volume for. intersection. 

It is shown that the rate of strain hardening increases for those orientations 

wherein attractive dislocation intersections occur and that those 

orientations which produce the greater number of such intersections 

exhibit the greater strain hard~ning. · Good correlation of. the data is 

obtained with the concept that attractive junctions, as proposed by Saada, 

· play an important role in accounting for the rate of strain hardening. 
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. •· I •. · IN'TRODUCTION 
; . i 

Existing concept's on the nature and cause of strain hardening in 

., face-centered cubic metals have been deduced principally from experiments 

.. on the d~formation of single crystals under ·single slip. The .effect of 

· · ·crystal orientation on the shapes of the stress-strain curves for single slip 
. . . . . . . 1 . j 

· have been summarized by Seeger and more recently by Clarebrough and 

~ . . ·. · .. Harg~eaves, 2 Tensile specim~ns whose axes fall near the cente~ of the· 

... : .. [ 001}- [ 0111 line of the standard triangle of the stereographic projection 
. ' . 

·" ·· .. 

... . .· 
• .. 
..... •.' .· . 

-~ ',· 

· exhibit the longest range of easy glide (Stage I) and the lowest rates of 

linear hardening (Stage ll) whereas specimens whose axes lie near the 
'· 

[ 0011 -I ill 1 line of the standard triangle have limited or no· easy glide 

range~and exhibit somewhat higher linear strain-hardening rates. 

Specimens whose axes lie near the [001] or'the [ill] poles do not exhibit 

easy glide and have the highest rates of linear hardening. Kocks3 has 

. shown that the highest rates of linear hardening occur under polyslip when 

·the tensile axis coincides with the [ill] or the [001] pole. 

Since the rate of strain hardening is· sensitive to specimen orientation 
' . 

and the incidence o~ polyslip, these relationships might help to discriminate 

... between various dislocation ~odels for .strain hardening in face-centered 

·cubic metals.. Previous attempts to analyze the effect of orientation on 

strain hardening, l, 2' 3 howeve·r, did not provide a unique answer to this 

. .. problem. Consequently the prese.nt investigation was undertaken wherein 

.-additional data~ particularly that for the effect of polyslip on the 
. ' . 

··: activation .volum~ for int~rsection, ~as. also determined in o·~der to ·provtae· · . . • 

.. : ' ··:' 

· :: · ·,.<. -.:"·.more complete information on. the details of strain hardening.· Whereas 
: C· • ,; • •·' • . , . • , 

. ·: \. '• 
.· .. ··.· .. ·. '_: . 

. . . : ',' .. ' : '·,. . . . ; ~ . ;'. .. . . ., .. 
' ' 'I, ,_" • ' • ' : ~ • 

',. :· .. : ~ .. ' :·,c .'. ' 
~· .' .. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
l 

' ' 
i 
I 

! 
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analyses of·th~se. data reveal that several recommended models for strain 

hardening are at variance with. the facts~ good correlation of the data is 

· obtained with ~he conce~t that attractive junctions 4 play an important role 

in accounting fo~ the rate of strain hardening • 

. . 
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II• EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

Seeger1 .demonstrated that slip in face-centered cubic crystals 

·at low temperatures is dependent on thermally activated intersection of 

glide dislocations with forest dislocations. This has been confirmed by 

tests on single crystals of aluminum by Mitra, Osborne and Dorn5 and 

on polycryst~lline alumin~ by ~itra and Dorn. 6 Thus in accord with 

Seeger 1s theory, the shear strain rate, .y, below a critical temperature, 

T is . c•· 

-U/kT 
.Y· = NAbv e T<T c 

(1) 

· where N is the~number of points ·of contact per unit volume between forest 

. dislo<?_ations. and glide dislocations, A is the area swept out per successful 

· intersection,· b is the Burgers vector, v the frequency of vibration of the 

' segment of the glide dislocation undertaking intersection, U is the activation 

energy for intersection, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T ~s the absolute 

temperature.. For aluminum, which has an extremely high stacking fault 

. ener.gy, the constriction energy is negligibly small and therefore the 
': . 

·activation energy decreases practically linearly with the stress according 

··. to 

. {2) 

as. will be reconfirmed later, where U
0 

is jog energy at the absolute zero, 

.... G and G
0 

are the shear moduli at the test temperature T and '0°K 

respectively, L is the spacing of the forest dislocations, , is the applied 
. l •. 

she~r stress for slip and, Go .. is_ the str_ess .field that must be surmounted;;': :., ~. 
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'. 
. ·. · .ath~r;nally .,~ be.ing the .thermally sensitive co~~onent ~f the -s~ress.t' .' 

. ,' ' . .. 

. . 
. '. -: 

.. :--· ·.· ,' ·.;: . - ·· ... 
. -~. 

. . . 
' ' ' ~ I ' •'. • t • ,~ 

. .... . . ~. . : ., . 
·. ',"' . 

: ..... : . . , ... -. .. ' 

·, , . 

•.- _,.. ,. 
,., . 

. ·_,. 

. . . · . . ... 
, • .. ·_, . 

. . ·. :-

Therefore 
··· .. ,. ·-

-· .. 

and::.·:· .. 
. : •' ... 

,L 

J.n NAbv 
'Y . 

·~t · 22_ =·T forT> T · 
G .·. G0 c 

. -.. • 

forT < T ·. · · c 

~ - . ' . . . . . ' 

. · ...... · . : ·:.~·- Since the complete statistical analysis for intersection has not been 

(3) 

(4) 

_(5) 

.. • .. . . 
··_formulated U~, ., G , L and NAv must be taken as appropriately smeared 

. . . . 0 

average values. 

· Although-our major interest concerns how 'TG increases during 
. . 0 

., 
,· 

· · ... yarious types of single and polyslip, we will defer further di-scussion on 

··. 

this term until later. W~ will first ascertain how the apparent activation 

volume, v, -~or the various types of polyslip depends on the strain, where 

. ' .. 

... :v = /3kT = ~T (· a J.n-y ·j· = --(· ~l =:: Lb2 (6) . . . a., T . a-r T .· 

: . · :' from which L can be determined. Following ·this we will, by special 

. •.·' ... _·experiments,. evaluate the preexponential coefficient NAbv of the Eq. 1 
. . . 

.. >. · for intersection, and establish the variation of NAbv with strain for both 

·. polys liP. and single slip orientations • 
. ··--: .. · 

... 

. ~-- '· 

from the symbols used.in Refs. 5 and 6 • 
. _ ... 

,1 •• 

. . 

'.• .. 
.· ·. ~ 

. - ~ . ' 

") 

. r;, 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS 

Single crystal bars {3/8" diam) <:>f high purity {99. 995 wt. o/o) 

aluminum of various orientations were produced under argon by the· 

modified Bridgman t~chnique. Special care was excerised to obtain 

a9curately oriented crystals. The orientations investigated were those 
in 

for which the tensile axis was/the I 001 L { 011], .( i 11 L { i 12] and [ 012] 
0 

dire~tions plus another for which the Schmid angles for {ill} <110> slip . . . 

were 90-X 
0 
~ X~ = 45 ±1 °. · A reduced gage section approximately 2" 

·.in length and 0. 225" in diameter was produced by spark machining. The 

· . spark damaged lc~.yer was removed by etching away 0. 002" from the 

diameter. Prior to testing~each crystal was annealed at about 828°K i~ 

a salt bath for 1/2 hour. 

Tests were carried out in an Instron Machine over the temperature 

ra.Dge ~- 2° to 370°K. Tensile stresses ~ere determined to within ±2 x 10
6 

··dy~es/cm2 , tensile strains were m~asured to within ±0. 0001~ and the 

·specimen temperature was held to ±o. 5°K of the reported values. 

An attempt was made.to ascertain the number of operative slip· 
. . 

·. systems for each orientation: 

45° Only traces of the primary slip plane were observed and the . -- . . 

. elliptical shape of the deformed crystal clearly -revealed that only the 

primary slip system was operative.· 

· · '[ oi21 Six ·specimens exhibi~ed slip only. on the primary plane • 
. . 

One-halfof one specimen exhibited slip on the primary plane and the 
. · . 

. other half slip on the critical plane. · 

. , .. 
, .. ', 

.. 
. . ' 

' .. 
•' ~ \ 
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[ 112] This specimen·exhibited the commonly reported duplex slip 

. on the principal and conjugate planes. No local necking was observed to · 

take place. 

' [ 011] It· was difficult to determine accurately from slip line traces 

.. alo;ne how m~y. of the four possible slip systems for this orie~tation were 

operative. Traces of all four systems were noted but they were difficult 

to see and were not equally prominent over each section of the crystal. 

·On the other hand~ the pole of the tensile axis remained in the [ 011] 

direction and the specimen cross section remained circular strongly 

. suggesting that all four possible mechanisms were operative. This 

·deduction comCides with that previously made by Kocks3 for this 

orientation. 

[ 111] Slip traces were not sufficiently clear to define the operative 

number of slip systems. However~ the tensile axis remained in the [ 111] 

direction and the cro.ss section remained circular. Thus all six possible 

slip. systems are believed to haye been operative as previously suggested 

by Kocks 3 for this orientation. 

[ 001] Whereas the stress strain curve at 77°K differed appreciably 

from that previo~sly observed by Kocks3 and ·by Staubwasser 7 for this 

orientation at about 300°K, it did agree well with that obtained by Staubwasser 

at 77°K. Slip traces were not sufficiently distinct to permit identification 

of the operative slip mechanisms. However, in contrast to specimen 

tested by Kocks at 300°K1 this specimen remained circular in cross 

section and the pole of the tensile axis remained in the [ 001] direction. 

These factors suggest that eight slip ·systems were operative. Furthermore, 
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' . . . . 

the stress. strain curve~ ~0 be. described later, also suggests that eight 

·possible systems· were operative. Although it is not immediately 

·. :. ·.·apparent as to why this specimen differed in operative. slip systems from 
· .. ·--· .. 

.... 

·.· .. 

·.':·· .... ' 

. · . 
. ·' ,·· 

· .. · .·that desc~ibed by kocks, it is possible that this difference is ascribable 

. either.to the difference· in test temperature or· differences in variations 

· from the ideal orientation. 
' ' ' 

,• ... 
~ .• .. 

. :' 

!'\ .• 

.. ' 

I ,•· 
'-~ 

., 

The tensile stress strain diagrams that were ·obtained are in . 

· nom:inal agreement with those previously determined by Staubwasser7 at 

77°K. To facilitate analyses, the original data were converted into the 

resolved shear stress 'T resolved shear strain 'Y.~. diagrams given in Fig. 1~ 

because they. are directly analysed relative to the nature of strain . 

·· hardening. The significant resolved shear stresses and shear strains 

are those on any one of the several equivalent operative slip systems 

·during polyslip. Such diagrams have the virtl.;e of describing the shear 

stress-shear strain diagram for slip on any one plane ·when other systems 

are also operating during polyslip. The conversions that were used are 

given in Appendix A and summarized in Tab.le I. 

As shown in Fig. 1~ the initial yield stress was independent of 
\ 

·crystal orientation. Furthermore, the consistency of these data attest 

to the fact that the initial dislocation patterns were quite similar for the 

· ·various specimens. No:t;le of the specimens exhibited much easy glide 

-'. and all appeared to enter the linear hardening region of Stag~ II early 

· ,;··. in the deformation.· Two significant facts are revealed: First, the rate 

· . of linear hardening of Stage II increases as the number of operative slip 

. · systems increase.· And secondly, the initiation of Stage III takes place at 

' I 

I 
i 



TABLE I 

Resolved Shear Strains and Shear Stresses 
on a Single Operative Slip Plane 

· Typiciil ===-.r:::=-...: 

Case Tensile Operative Slip cos>..
0 

sin?(
0 

No. General Shear Strain General Shear Stress Shear Strain Shear Stress 
Axis _ Direction Plane Slips "( T "( T 

Normal· n 

A 45° (i01] (111] 1/{2 1h{2 VJ.t. I .t.o}2 -sin2>..o -cos>..
0 ~ sin~0-v1-[~o)

2 
sin

2
>..

0 
-v2 (_i_)

2 
-1 -1 . ~-~o( 1 L/ Ao 2- -if -T 

sinX
0 

.£0 

B l 012] -J2T5 l/3i5 II II ~3(1-l-1 --{2i3 L/Ao-viT1-1~QTD 1 
. 0 

c [ ll2] l{:f/2 1/213 2 .R.n .R. !.R.o L I. sin)(
0 

cos >..
0 

\If .£n .R./10 L/A (J_}{f n cos X
0 

.sinX
0 

~T o .£ 0 6 I 
0 0 (X) 

I 

D [011] 1/2 V2i3 4 II II ..Jf .R. n .R. /1. o L/f'>o(+rJf 
0 

E [ill] . 1/273 1/3 6 II II ,J! .R.n .R./.R.o /L/Ao11:~ 4 

-
.. F [001] 1/-{2 1/\[3 

II II Vf .t.n .R./I.o LftA ~~-~ }s 8 8 . 0 .£0 5 

1 and 1
0 

are the instantaneous and initial gage lengths, A
0 

is the initial cross sectional areas, >.. and X are the initial Schmid angles, and 
n is the number of equivalent operative slip systems ·0 0 

!' . ' 
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about. the same stress level regardless of the number of operative ·slip 

systems. Therefore., Stage· m starts at lower strains as the. number of 
3 ' . 

· operative slip systems is increased. As noted by Kocks., · these issues 

are significant to the formulation of the theory for ·work hardening in 

polycrystalline aggregates. 

Auxiliary tests involving a change in strain rate by a factor of ten · 

wer'e emp.loyed to· measure fj (Eq. 6) from which the apparent activation 

volume was deduced. The resulting data., given in Fig •. 2., reveal that the 

apparent activation volume for each orientation decreases with increasing 

strain. The rate at which this happens increases with the number of 
. 

operative slip systems. This reveals that the mean spacing L of the 

f?rest dislocations· decreases more rapidly with strain hardening the greater 

.the amount of polyslip. When these data are ,replotted as shown in Fig. 3, 

it is seen that the flow stress., increases linearly with the ·reciprocal of 

the activation vo.lume and therefore the reciprocal of L. The· lines for the 

var.ious orientations converge to a single point at about ., ~ f. 5 x 10 7 

dynes/cm2 and 1/v~ 0 •. 27 x.lo-21 1/cm3, implying.that the density of the 

foresf dislocations was about the same for all orientations at the initial 
\ 

· · yield strength •. The linear increase in.,. with l/{3kT, however, increased 

·• · syste'maticaliy·with the number of operative slip systems. It is therefore 

clear that the activation volume is not the only factor responsible for strain 

hardening, for~ if it were, the lines for the various orientations would 

have coincided. Consequently, ·a second factor., to be identified later, ·as 

the stress fields T G" that must be surmounted ~thermally, also increase 

··.wit~ increasing amounts .of polyslip. 
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.. 

In addition to the activation volume v~. discussed above I two other 

. factors inherent in the .intersection model~ nameiy~ NAbv and 'T G ~ might 

:.also depend on the strain-hardened state. Special tests were made to 

. ascertain how_ NAbv might be· affected by straining for several orientations, 

namely the [ 1.11] orientation which had six operative. slip systems and 

.. the X = ~ = 45° orientation whiCh exhibited only one prominent slip 
0 0 ' 

system •. For this purpose~ a series of crystals of -each orientation were. 

prest;ained at 370°K ~d a tensile strain rate of. 1. 0 X 10-S per sec to 

various -strain-hardened states 'designated as a~ b~ etc. Each specimen 

_was- pre strained to the lowest state (a) prescribed by the flow stress '~"p for 

the prestrai}l temperature and strain rate1 subsequently deformed at the 

-· .. sel~cted tem_perature and strain rate1 returned to the ·prestrain tempera

. .ture and pre strained to· state (b) etc. By this procedure errors arising 

from sepcimen variations· were substantially reduced • 

The data so obtained over Region I, recorded in Figs. 4 and 51 

are in good agreement with the ·dictates of Eq. 3 for the intersec~ion 

. model •. Over Region II for the· lowest strain-hardened s_tates, the data 

· :. als·o correspond well with the theory (Eq. 4). · On the other hand, .the· 
:··· ' . \ . 

--higher strain hardened states exhibited a· slightly decreasing value of. 

·7G
0

/ G with increasing temperature and decreasing strain rate suggesting 

that for these states a minor amount of a thermally activated-stress 
'': 

. ·' assisted mechanism is .superimposed on the athermal behavior . 
. . 

.. :'. ·:. The value of in NAbv ·for each stra:in-hardened state can be 

deduced from the slopes of the curves· of Figs.- 4: and ,5 over Region I '.{f. 

for the two strain rates. As shown by Eq. 3 

. \. 

' 
. I 

.-.:·. ... ... . ' 

., 
1 
! 
' 
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S _ 8-rGo/G = 
- aT 

-k QQ. 
Lb2 G 

-S2 _ 1n(NAbv)-1n .Y2 

. · 'Sl- 1n(NAbv)--£n 'Yt 

(7) 

(8) 

·f~_om which ·.tn(NAbv) was obtained. The experime?tally deduced values~ 

given in Table II;. reveal that NAbv increases with strain hardening. 

Various correlations of NAbv with the strain hardened state were 

atte~pted~ the most revealing being that given in ]fig. 6 where NAbv 

. is compared with the activation volume Lb2 • In addition to the data 

· determined here~ other previously reported data, namely that deduced 

·from experiments by Mitra_. Osborne and Darn 5 on single crystals of Al 

and that giv~n by Nunes, Rosen and Dorn8 on polycrystalline Al~ have also 

been incorporated in the figure. The sum total of these correlations 

·.strongly imply that NAbv increases over the range that was investigated in 

a way that parallels the. increase in the reciprocal of the activation volume 

with strain hardening. Since the same· correl~tion is obtained for a single 

.slip system, 'six slip systems and polyslip in polycrystalline aggregates, 

it is insensitive to the number of operative slip systems. 

The total activation energy for intersection was determined from 

the effect· of strain rate on T c• Equation 5 can be written as 
. ·-(U

0
G/G

0
)/kTc

2 

~ 2 I 'Y• 1 = _e_"""""__,..,.""T"'>':--r-...,...., __ _ 
' - {U

0
G/ G

0
) /kT 

. Ct 
(9} 

e· 

From Figs. 4 and 5, using T and T for state (a), one can calculate 
c2 Ct 

the total activation energy for intersection U • · The value for the activation 
. . 0 . 
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..-:- .... TABLE II 

Variation of NAbv with State 

State "pG
0

/G x 107 NAbv sec-1 

dynes/cm2 

{111] orientation 

(a) 4.81 2. 0 X 10 3 

(b) 7.82 2. 3 X 105 .. 
(c) 10.69 5. 8 X 10 

7 

(d) 13.89 7. 6 X 108 

45° orientation 

. (a) 3.05 · 6. 69 X 10 3 

(b) 4.2 1. 01 X 106 

.. 
I 

·, -

{ 
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·energy is U
0

_ = 4, 400callmole for the I 111] orientation crystals and 

. 48 200cal/mole for the 45° o:rientation crystals. There va~ of U
0 

compare 

.favor.ably with that of 4, 700cal/mole obtained by Rosen, Nunes and Dorn8 

for polycrystalline .Al. Thus, the average value of the activation energy 

.for.".intersecti~n is U
0 

:::: 0. 05G
0

b3 .and it is somewhat lower than the 

crude estimated value9 of 0. 08G b3 for the formation of a single jog in . 0 

essentially undissociated dislocations~ 

The value of T G for the 77°K data can now be deduced using Eq. 3 

from the data re·corded in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and .6 and the now known value 

.o.f U
0

• The variation of "Go with 1/Lb2 obtain_edby_these correlations is. 

· givel_l in Fig. _7 •. Thus "G increases about linearly with 1/Lb2 and the 
. . 0 . 

rate of increase is greate~ for higher amounts of polyslip. 

". ' . 

. . ·. 

:· .' ' 

• 

; '·, 
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'N. DISCUSSION 

Over the past twenty years ~.number of suggestions have been made 

on possible models for strain hardening. 1' 10- 14 Although li~itations on 
• 

space_ prohibit a review of this subject ·here, it is necessary to record 

that strain hardening is a complicated phenomenon ·which undoubtedly 

. arises from the superposition of a series ·of effects. It· is therefore highly 

unlikely that any single investigation, such as that made here, will 

completely ·rationalize· strain hardening in all of its details. Neverth:eless, 

the present data appear to reveal one of the major factors involved in the 

dislocation mechanics of strain 'Alardening. 

Several models for strain hardening are based on the concept that 

the slipping. dislocations interact with some dislocations of the network 

to produce low energy configurations which then restrain motion of the 

slipping dislocations in their vicinity. According to this concept the 

greatest rate of strain hardening during polyslip should occur when 

polyslip leads to the greatest number of stable dislocation configurations. 

Whereas dislocation reactions during single slip occur between the 

essentially stable network and the slip dislocations, under polyslip more 

rapid formation of stable configurations can arise as a result of r_eactions 

between .the sets of slipping_ dislocations on the several operative slip 

· planes. An evaluation of the interactions between· such sets of slip 

dislocations is given in Table III in terms of the interaction energies. 

In this evaluation only large factors are considered; the minor variations. • 
. . ~: 

:• 1' . 

arising from. a more detailed description which takes forces and torques 

. into consideration and distinctions between edge_ .and screw dislocations 
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impose only minor variations on the following deductions. Furthermore, 

the omission of considerations of anisotropy and the. dissociation of 

dislocations into their partials is not serious for the case of Al being 

considered here. 

The stable attractive reactions for the 45° and { 012] orientations 

arise exclusively from interactions .between the glide dislocations and those 

in the dislocation network. Consequently, the.rate of strain h.ardening for 

these two orientations is the same and small. In contrast, the slip 

dislocations for a crystal in the [ l12] orientation can ·form a single low 

energy combination, recorded in Table III, which lies, as shown in . 

Fig. Sa, along the [ llO] direction; a greater rate of strain hardening is 

therefore expected .than that obtained during single slip. For the ( 011] 

orientation, two dislocation reactions result in low energy configurations 

where the resultant dislocations have the same Burger's vector and·lie 

in the [Oil] direction (vide Fig. 8b). Three sets of reactions leading to 

a reduction of energy take place between the various glide dislocations 

for crystals having the [ i 11] orientation; their arrangement on each slip 

plane is illustrated in Fig. 8c. Slip dislocations in crystals having the 

[ 001] orientation undergo four ctabilizing reactions (vide Table III) 

resulting in the stable dislocations shown in Fig. 8d. Thus there is good 

qualitative agreement between the experimentally determined rates of 

strain hardening and the number of geometric disposition o{ attractive 

combinations of slip dislocations during various degrees of polyslip •. 

Either Lomer-Co.ttren15• 16 barriers or the for~ation of. attractive 

junctions as described by Saada4 could account for the correlations 

.-
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TABLE III l· 
'· 

~ 

: 
-~ .. 

-. D.U/a2 No. of -
Orientation Slip Systems Significant Interactions '~ 

attractive .. ?-

barriers ·-
~ ·-

45° (111)[ io1 1 none f-
f: ::. 

[012] (1_11)[ iol] none t: 
~i 

[ i 12-] (1ll)ll01] 1/2a[l01]+1/2a[Oll]-t ±1/2a[i12] 
i. 

+1/2 1 [: 
(ifl)[Oll] 1/2a{i01]+1/2a[Oif].-. ±1/2a[iio] --1/2 

(011] (lll)[lOl] 1/2a[l01]+1/2a[101]-t±l/2a[002] 
.. 

0 
... (lll)[llO] 1/2a[l01]+1/2a[fof].-. ±1/2a[2oo] 0 

(l11)[101) 1/2a[l01]+1/2a[l10]-t ±1/2a[Ol1] -1/2 • 
I ~ 

.; 

(l11}[ 110] 1/2a[l01]+1/2a[iio] .-. ±l/2a[2f1] + 1/2 
·• 

' . 
1/2a[ll0]+1/2a[101]-t ±l/2a[2ll] 

I ' .. + 1/2 t\) 
(A) 

l/2a[1l0]+1/2a[fof].-.±l/2a[Oll] - 1/2 
I 

l/2a[1l0]+1/2a[110] _. ±1/2a[200] 0 
1/2a[1l0]+1/2a[ifo].-. ±1/2a[o2o] 0 

[ill] (111)[ lOl) 1/2a[ lOl ]+l/2a[ 01~) .-. ±1/2a[ l12] + 1/2 
(111)[ 1l0] l/2a[l01]+1/2a(Oi1].-. ±1/2a[ll0] -1/2 
(lll}[ 011] 1/2a(l01)+1/2a(llO].-. ±l/2a[Oll) -1/2 3 

(lll)[1l0] 1/2a[l01]+1/2a[ilO].-. ±1/2a[211] + 1/2 
_(ll1)[011] l/2a[ll0)+1/2a[011].-. ±1/2a[101] -1/2 
(1l1)[l01] 1/2a[liO]+l/2a[oii].-. ±1/2a[12i] + l/2 -

1/2a[l01]+1/2a[l0l]-t ±1/2a[202] +1 



;, 

TABLE III (Continued) 

Orientation Slip Syst~ms Significant Interactions 

1/2a[f01]+1/2a[10f]- ±1/2a[OOO] 
1/2a[ll0]+1/2a[1lo]- ±1/2a[220] 
1/2a[1l0]+1/2a[l10]~ ±1/2a[OOO] 
1/2a[011]+1/2a[011]~ ±1/2a[022] 

1/2a[011]+1/2a[olll~ ±1/2a[OOO] 

[001] (111)[101] 1/2a[l01]+1/2a[Oll]~ ±1/2a[f12] 
(111)[011] l/2a[l01]+1/2a[Oll)- ±l/2a[ll0] 
(ill){ 011] 

, 
1/2a[l01]+1/2a[l01]~ ±l/2a[002] 

(111)[101] l/2a[l01]+1/2a[lol]~ ±1/2a[200] 
(111)[011) 1/2a[i01]+1/2a[Oil]~ ±1/2a[ii2] 

(1 11)[ Io1 1 1/2a[i01]+1/2~[0li)- ±l/2a[ilO] 
(ill)[ 101] l/2a[Oil]+1/2a[011]- ±l/2a{002] 
(i 11)[ Oil] 1/2a[Oil]+l/2a[oiil~ ±l/2a[020] 

1/2a[Oil]+l/2a[l01)~ ±l/2a[li2] 

1/2a[Oi1]+1/2a[loi]~ ±l/2a[llo] 
1/2a[011)+1/2a[101]~ ±1/2a[li2] 
l/2a[011)+1/2a[loi]~ ±.l/2a[ilO] 

l/2ail01)+1/2a[iOl]~ ±l/2a[2o2] 

l/2a[l01]+1/2a[10i]~ ±1/2a[OOO] 

1/2a[Oll)+l/2a[Oll]~ ±l/2a[022] 

l/2a[Oll]+l/2a[Ollj~ ±1/2a[OOO) 

6U/a2 

annhilation 

+1 
annhilation 

+1 
annhilation 

+1/2 
-1/2 
0 
0 

+ 1/2 
- 1/2. 

0 

0 
+ 1/2 
:... 1/2 

+ 1/2 
- 1/2 
+1 

annhilation 

+1 
annhilation 

No. of 
attractive 
junctions 

4 

I 
t\:) 

~ 
I 

. 
r" 
' 

r-. 
f-
r 

. r 

~ 

i. 
t. 

. -
~ 

'· 



Orientation Slip Sy!:!tems 

\ 

TABLE III (Continued) 

Significant Interactions 

1/2a[Oll]+l/2a[Oll]--+ ±1/2a[022] 
1/2a[Oll]+l/2a[Oll]--+ ±1/2a[OOO] 

1/2a[l01]+1/2a[101]-+ ±1/2a[202] 
1/2a[l01]+1/2a[ioi]-+ ±1/2a[OOO] 

+1 
annhilation 

+1. 

annhilation 

./ 

No. of 
attractive 
junctions 

I 
~ 
01 
I 

. -
·! 
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.discussed ·above. Seeger1 suggested that ·the linear (Stage II} strain 

hardening in FCC crystals results from pile-up arrays of dislocations 

restrained by Lomer-Cottrelllocks. Although Lomer-Cottrell barriers 

are observed17 in low ~ta·cking fault metals or alloys, there is no evidence· 

of the formation of.these barriers in Al. On the contrary,· a cell structure 

bounded by dense dislocation tangles is formed. 
18 

Hirsch19 and 

Kuhlmann- Wilsdorf14 have offered other substantial objections to the 

operation of the Seeger mechanism in high stacking fault metals. 

Hirsch19 first observed that attractive junctions frequently formed 

between moving dislocations and the forest dislocations. These reactions, 

which are promoted by the s arne type of reactions that lead to the formation 

of Lamer-Cottrell dislocations have been studied. in detail by Saada. 4 He 

made the following simplifying assumptions: 

1. The trees are inflexible. 

2. ·The junction dislocation remains immobile. 

3. The Burger's vectors are all equal in magnitude and make 

angles of 120° with each other. 

4. ·The moving disloca~ion is flexible and has a line tension of 

about Gb2 /2. 

5. The dislocations are undissociated • 

. . Assumptions, 1, 2, ~d 4 are not serious and assumption 3 limits the 

analysis to FCC crystals. Furthermore, ~ssumption ·5 is very good for. Al. 

Saada demonstrated that the energy required for dislocations to 

:·cut through. repulsive junctions was small. Such intersections undoubtedly . 

' account for the thermally sensitive stress T - T G for intersection. He 
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. '•,,' 

fo.und that. the. st~esses required to cut through :attractive junctions were. 

much higher than those needed to overcome the long range back stresses 

~of the network of dislocations. On this basis, he suggested that the 

athermal.stress it G arises largely from cutting attractive junctions whence 

T ·= Gb 
G BLA. 

. . 
.where LA = the mean distance between attractive junctions (LA~ 2L) 

B ~ 2. 5 

The. correlation between Saada 1s theory and the previously deduced 

experimenta:I ·results,' as given l::y the example in Table TV, is excellent. 

Thi~ foil electron microscopy of both single and polycrystalline 

· Al has shown evide~ce of extensive dislocation tangling18 even at the 

smallest deformations ye.t investigated.' Cross slip1 has been suggested 

as the possible cause of tangling. The main argument against. cross slip 

as a dominant mechanism for dislocation tangling is that entanglement 

is known to occur even at the lowest strains of Stage I and Stage II whereas 

e~tensive cross-slip does not set in before the beginning of Stage III. 

Cross slip could conceivably contribute to the process of entanglement 

.and cell formation in Stage III but it cannot be the. sole mechanism for 

. their formation. 

An alternate concept that interactions between point defects and 

dislocations are basically responsible for tangling was proposed by 

· Kuhlmann-Wilsdor£~ 0 The process of intersection.of dislocations itself 

·is a source for the production of point defects. Saada has shown 4 that the 

cutting of an attractive tree ·is a dynamical process and the kinetic energy 

,·.; 

I 
i 
~ . 
.. 

i' .. 
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TABLE "N 

State (3kT at 77°K L = (3~T Gb 
'1' G experimental at 77°K '1' G = "2"":8L b 

x io.- 20cm3 x 10-5cm 
7 . 2 7 2 x 10 dynes/'cm x10 dynes/em 

(a) 2.4 2.934 5.3 5.02 

(b) . 1.6 1. 95 8.01 8.19 

·, . 

.. : 

' ' 
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released is sufficient for the production of point defects. Furthermore, 

Friedel (see Ref. 9 page:274) has shown that at l<;>w and intermediate 
. . 

temp~ratures the point defect concentration due to such a process results 

in a very high supersaturation even after small strain~. Cottsequelttly 

point defects will condense and be annihilated at sinks, causing dislocations 

to clhp.b and thus to be deflected out of their slip planes. Since such 

climb does not take place uniformly, the glide :n:otion of the dislocations 

will be blocked in certain places. TJ:lus various complicated processes 

might contribute to the formation of entanglements. 

_, .... ·' 

j 
.\ 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1;· The experimental results confirm that the rate controlling mechanism 

of deformation of aluminum at low temperatures is one of intersection 

of dislocations. 

2. The· preexponential coefficient of the Seeger equation for intersection 

is not constant during deformation as has been previously assumed 

but changes by several orders of magnitude. The preexponential 

coefficient increased over the range that was investigated in a way. 

that parallels the increase in the reciprocal of the activation volume 

with strain hardening. Since the same correlation was obtained for 

single. slip and polys lip systems. the coefficient was insensitive to 

the number of operative slip systems. 

3. The activation :volume decrease~ more rapidly with deformation as 

the number of operative slip systems increased. 

4. 1 The rate of strain hardening increased for those orientations wherein 

attractive dislocation interactions could occur and that those 

orientations which produced the greater number of such attractive 

intersections exhibited the greater strain hardening.· 

.. 5. The deformation of the region above the critical temperature for 

the higher strain· hardened states, showed a minor amount of a 

thermally-activated stress-assisted mechanism. that was super

imposed on the athermal behavior. 

6. Entanglements undoubtedly play a role in the theory of strain hardening. 

Saada' s theory merely relates the athermal flow stress to the density 

of dislocations. lt s~ems likely that the formation of entanglements will 

account 'for the'linear rate of strain hardening that is ·observed over 

Stage li. 
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. APPENDIX A 

Resolved Shear Strains and Shear Stresses 
on· a. Single Slip Plane During Poly slip 

Let the axis of a tension bar be in the z direction and let xi and 

z1 b~ the slip direction and the normal to the slip plane respectively for 

the ith slip system. During polys lip the incremental axial strain is. 

d1 _ n 
- 1- - d C.zz = E 

i=l 
{ 

i i d£xizi a zx azz 2 - i i d& i i } +.azz azx · 2 x 

= En azxi azzi df.xizi .. 
i=l 

(A-1) 

where J. is the gage length of the specimens, the a 1s are the direction 

cosines between the directions indicated as subscripts and. e 1S are the 

strains denoted by the usual tensor subscript notation. The summation 

is taken over all operative systems from 1 to'n. _We consider here 

polyslip only for special orientations for which 

(A-2) 

and 

. where. 'Y: is the shear strain on any one ~f the symmetrically disposed 

·operative slip systems. Therefore 

dJ. . . d , . x· T = nazxl azzl 'Y= n cos"' s1n (A-3) 

where ).. and X. are the .Schmid angles. When the above holds the 

orientations of crystals from C to F inclusive in Table I remains unchanged 

and A-3 can be .integrated _directly to give 

_ P.n J. I J. 0 
'Y- n sinXo cos Xo for C, D, E and F (A-4} 

,· 

. ·' 

• I 

r 
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Reorientation however takes pl~ce during slip for orientations A and B and, 

consequently, the direction cosines change during deformations. 

As shown in Fig. A-1, a specimen of length J.
0 

increases in 

.length to J. as it slips on the (111) plane in the r l 01] direction. The 

transformation as point P moves to P is . 0 

(x - x ) = - (z - z ) and y ·= y· 
0 0 0 

Furthermore, . 

cos A.= - :!...Sl.-[x y z] 
J. J. f. ·[-~ 0 ~]= ~: 

and . 

: sin.X =· c~s.(90-X > = f~ "lsJ. ~]. [ __!___ _1 __ 1_] 
. . ·. . . . . L .e ~.. ~. \f3 -{3 -ys 

. From A-5 

x+y +z=x +y +z. 
0 0 0 0 

'and therefore A-7 becomes 

J.. sinX= J..
0 

sinX
0 

Furthermore from A- 5 

2 . 2 2 2 
x + 2xz + z = x + 2x z + z 

0 0 0 0. 

and.from A-6 

2 2 2 2 . 
.. . . x -2xz + z = 2 J. cos A. 

and. 

· 2 -2x z + z 2 .= 2 2 2 ' xo.. 0 0 0 1~ cos 1\.0 

whence 

when A-8 and A-9 are introduced into A-3 for n = 1 

=X+ Yo+ z 

\{S.e 

(A-5) 

(A-6) 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

(A-9) 

(A-10) 

(A-11) 

(A-12). 
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which upon integration yields 

'Y =\/(£I 1 0 } 
2

- sin
2 

Ao- cos Ao 

sinX
0 

The critical resolved shear stress for slip is always 

,. = L/ A sin X cos A 

(A-13) 

(A-14) 

(A-15) 

where L and A are the instantaneous load and cross sectional area. For 
. . 

cases C to F of Table I, the angleX and A retain thei~ originalvalues and 

where the ~itial ·volume and final volumes A
0

£
0 

= A£ are equal. For 

cases A and B of Table I, the area of the slip plane remains constant and 

T = AL~ . sinX cos A= } _sinX
0 

"Y1 - sin
2
A 

0 0 0 

(A-1 7) 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, .nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 

or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or empLoyee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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